
PLANK SIZE

50.63”
x

7.64”

7MM

THICKNESS

4-SIDED
BEVEL

EDGE

WEAR CLASS

AC3

WARRANTY

20 YR RES

WOOD
GRAIN

TEXTURE

GUNSTOCK OAK

Soledo Visions
Bolick Quick Ship Colors

Brazilian Walnut
Bunbury
Cask Oak

Gunstock Oak
Nelson

Saratoga Pine



Thicknesses  
Despite the perception that thicker = better, once installed, there’s no technical  
difference between a 7mm and a 12mm-thick floor. It’s the quality of our high density 
coreboard, exceptionally stable at 56 lbs/ft3, that makes the difference.

Surface textures 
Texture is used to enhance the look and feel of a product and should always  
complement the décor. We bevel all of our products to create that premium authentic 
plank look. 

Wood grain - An authentic wood texture 
EIR (Embossed-in-Register) - A premium feature that aligns the wood grain  
texture to the décor paper design for an ultra realistic look and feel

Dimensions 
Narrow looks can fill a small room while wide planks can make a floor look less  
“busy”. Extra long planks look great in large rooms. 

Standard Length (50.63”) comes in widths – Narrow (6.30”) & Wide (7.64”)
Long Plank Length (85.63”) comes in the width (9.57”).

Megaloc 
Megaloc, our unique patented angle-drop installation system, allows for 30% faster 
installation. Simply lower the plank and apply pressure at the short edge to lock it.  
Listen for the click and you’re done! Megaloc also has a joint strength of 75 kN 
(~1100 lbf) which allows for installations of up to 40’ x 40’ without transitions. 

Wear ratings 
Wear is measured in our industry by Abrasion Class (AC). At a minimum, Inhaus  
products are built to withstand the daily use of a busy household for years to come. 

AC3 - Suitable for residential use
AC4 - Suitable for heavy residential / light commercial use
AC5 - Suitable for heavy residential / medium commercial use

GreenGuard Gold Certified 
All Inhaus products are GreenGuard Gold certified. One of the highest 
standards in the world, this LEED approval certification means our prod-
ucts have virtually zero off-gassing of VOCs or formaldehyde, ensuring 
the healthiest products for your home and family. 

OUR PRODUCT FEATURES



Fast. Easy. Strong.

Patented angle/drop  
technology

Fast & easy installation

Install multiple rows  
at one time

Interlock clip  
creates a strong  
& seamless  
connection


